
specific tasks (e.g. coronavirus, vaccination, nutrition) and
evaluation criteria for identifying mis- and disinformation.
Conclusions:
The toolbox is an opportunity to enhancing (digital) health
literacy in school-aged children by highlighting the intersec-
tions of the mandatory curriculum on media literacy and the
core competencies of health literacy. In the long term, this kind
of curriculum analysis serves as a methodological blueprint for
educationalists to integrate health literacy into schools in many
ways.
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Background:
Mental illness is one of the leading causes of ill-health and
disability. The current COVID-19 pandemic poses an addi-
tional challenge on mental health, e.g., through increased levels
of anxiety, depression and fears about the future. As most
mental illnesses develop before the age of 25, young people are
a critical target group for prevention. Mental health literacy
(MHL) is considered to be a key determinant of positive
mental health, thus, being crucial for mental health promotion
and dealing with the aftermath of the pandemic. This project
aims at (i) adapting an evidence-based MHL curriculum for
German schools, as school-based interventions are suitable in
reaching most young people, and (ii) evaluating its acceptance
and effectiveness regarding MHL and stigmatizing attitudes.
Methods:
An interdisciplinary team including representatives from self-
help groups for mental health translated and adapted the
Canadian ‘‘TeenMentalHealth’’ curriculum for German
schools. The evaluation design includes a pre, post, follow-
up assessment of MHL, stigmatizing attitudes, and help-
seeking efficacy.
Results:
For better applicability of the curriculum, the original program
was shortened, while keeping its core contents such as
knowledge and myths around mental health and illness.
Written and digital material was developed and distributed
to teachers, which were trained to deliver the intervention.
Preliminary results show high acceptability, a significant
increase in MHL and a decrease in stigmatizing attitudes,
while help-seeking efficacy remained unchanged.
Conclusions:
An MHL intervention was successfully adapted for the German
school setting. While evaluation is ongoing, first results
indicate its effectiveness in promoting MHL among students,

decreasing stigmatizing attitudes and high acceptability, even
during the times of the pandemic. Further evaluation is
necessary to confirm the preliminary findings and to gain
insight into the missing effect on help-seeking efficacy.
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Background:
Health literacy of schoolchildren has been recognized as an
important target for school health promotion. Yet, the
environmental and organizational health literacy (OHL)
capacities of the school setting has not been addressed so far.
The aim of this project is to adapt the ‘‘health literate
organization-approach’’ to school settings, including a self-
assessment tool to measure the OHL capacity of schools. In
terms of sustainability, intersections and links with the health
promoting school will be explored.
Methods:
The adaption work is carried out by a cooperative and
intersectoral approach including different experts from the
school setting, the education sector (teachers, principals), and
health experts in various circulating phases of commenting,
revision and feedback. We jointly developed attributes and
indicators of the health literate school, see fit to integrate the
concept into the health promoting school framework and
consider gender and diversity aspects critical to health literacy.
To assess the degree of OHL, school principals will fill out a
survey based on a self-assessment tool.
Results:
The health literate school concept comprises of eight
dimensions, addressing aspects of OHL development including
the organisational level (policies and structures enabling health
literacy development), the personal level (promoting student
health literacy and in school staff), the classroom and
education level (materials and principles for classroom
learning) as well as networking and cooperating with relevant
actors (parents). The assessment of OHL is currently being
prepared.
Conclusions:
This is the first-time adaption of the OHL concept to schools
in Germany, including its assessment. The health literate
school shares various intersections with the health promoting
school framework, which is partly being implemented in
Germany. This systems approach will facilitate both the uptake
and promotion of health literacy in students, teachers, and
principals.

2.M. Round table: Supporting mental health of
the health workforce: Recommendations from an
EC Expert Panel (EXPH)

Organised by: European Commission Expert Panel on Effective Ways
of Investing in Health (EXPH)
Chair persons: Heather L. Rogers (Spain), Pedro Pita Barros (Portugal)

Contact: rogersheatherl@gmail.com

The Expert Panel on Effective ways of investing in health
(EXPH) is an interdisciplinary and independent group
established by the European Commission to provide non-

binding independent advice on matters related to effective,
accessible and resilient health systems. In a prior opinion on
resilient health and social care following the COVID-19
pandemic, the EXPH recommended that aggravated levels of
psychological distress should be recognized as a public health
priority. In January 2021, EXPH received a mandate to
examine what is known about interventions to support the
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